


“The brick walls are there for a reason. The brick walls are not there to keep us out. The brick walls are
there to give us a chance to show how badly we want something. Because the brick walls are there to
stop the people who don’t want it badly enough. They’re there to stop the other people.”

– Randy Pausch, The Last Lecture

Looming CFPB regulation, misconceptions of the value and role of our industry, lack of knowledge about the power of
technology & automation, paper-laced manila file folders, economic & political realities of 2012, and our natural fear of
change may seem like a collective “brick wall” for some of us.

We need to remember that brick walls are obstacles, but they are also hidden opportunities. These realities of 2012 should
NOT prevent us from redefining our businesses, strategies, workflows, messaging, and levels of automation by embracing
proven technologies that have already proven to have had transformational effects on efficiency, production, transparency,
and “assembly line” automation in the manufacturing and other industries. While we do not produce “physical widgets” like
cars, we do produce “transactional widgets” like commitments, policies, appraisals and documents which vary according to
industry standards, government regulations, client preferences and underwriter requirements. We indeed can build
workflow-driven and automated Action Lists to represent the different outputs that we produce.

In 2012, I have learned an immense amount from our growing list of reputable clients. Our team has led the way in
proliferation of automation and efficiency. Our clients’ and their employees have effectively embraced the use of automation
as a way of enhancing the integral role that employees play in making this industry run. A careful and intricate balance of
PEOPLE, PROCESS and AUTOMATION has led to a drastic reduction in employee stress, struggle, effort and monotony,
as well as a transformational affect on customer attraction and retention, repeatability of process and company success.
Indeed, our technology solutions have been a welcomed solution to many of our industry’s problems to help us ALL maintain
competitive advantages – in order to survive and thrive for decades to come with INCREASING profitability levels that
result from continuous improvement.

Why automate now? I think the more important question is, “Why NOT automate now?” As Theodore Roosevelt said, “It
is hard to fail, but it is worse never to have tried to succeed!” Now is the perfect time to evaluate the current state of your
markets, your workflows, your vendors, your business model, your technologies, your use of automation, and your software.
We challenge you to use this report as an impetus for change in your organization, so that you can break down the
“brick walls” that stand in your way.

We are honored to sponsor this October Research publication and we look forward to continuing to help you passionately
embrace automation and manage change within your organizations. We encourage you to contact us and prove why
Transactional Robotics™ and Transactional Automation™ inside ResWare™ Changes Everything. As we have
explosively grown in the last decade, one thing has remained constant – no one has more passion for your success.

When you look to the future, we encourage you to see us as the pioneers of innovation and automation in this industry!WE
ARE THE AUTOMATION, EFFICIENCY, WORKFLOW, VIRTUALIZATION AND TECHNOLOGY EXPERTS UTILIZED BY
YOUR RESPECTIVE PEERS! It is no coincidence that WINDWARD CONSULTING | SOFTWARE™ has chosen its slogan to
be Leading the Efficiency Revolution™. It is no coincidence that ResWare™ is the fastest-growing software platform in
the industry! We are YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER!

Again, I wish you, both personally and professionally, a tremendously enriching and profitable remainder of 2012 and
beyond. As I always say, may this year be another pivotal year of steadfast, positive change and automation within your life,
business and our industry ...Godspeed and good luck!

My best personal and professional regards,

Curt Szymanski, President
WINDWARD CONSULTING | SOFTWARE, LLC.

www.windwardrevolution.com
Phone: 608.850.5170 or 608.513.2580
E-mail: curt@windwardrevolution.com
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Technology can be a dirty word in the title industry because it’s
an old school business. Title insurance is tied to land, courts
and government documents — the immovable and historical.
Introducing new gizmos and processes can feel intrusive, as if
tradition is being tainted. 

Gregory McDonald has seen the “in-the-past” mindset of
the title industry from slightly outside of it as an IT consultant.
He started working for a few underwriters at the end of the
’90s to prep against any Y2K problems and then stayed in the
industry, eventually founding Cloudstar, a consulting group and
technology provider based in Emerson, N.J. Beyond the Y2K
boogeyman issue, McDonald saw the need for the industry to
become more efficient, while acknowledging the varied
challenges/nuances on the local level. 

“This is where I started looking at the needs of the agent from
a business perspective. I came from more of a Fortune 500
space, and in these different agents, I noticed an almost
chaos. There was no IT leadership or structure, and it caused
serious problems in the world of the independent agent
because they just didn’t know what they didn’t
know,” he said.

But times have changed since the Y2K days. To be
fair, most title agents are decked out with all kinds
of production systems and integrated software
these days, but the old school mentality is still a
factor. Instead of attaching to the paper file and the
walk to the court house, the mentality attaches to the old
desktop tower and the office scanning process. Why fix what
ain’t broke, right? That can be an easy mindset to adopt, and
sometimes it is true, but with the rapid pace of technology
upgrades and innovations in the 2000s, it never hurts to
upgrade here and there before it does break. These days, if
it’s broke, you end up being stranded with a flat tire on the
side of the road while everyone whizzes past in flying cars.

Maybe your system isn’t really broken, per se, but maybe it
could function even more efficiently. A glaring issue McDonald
sees in technology plans is that lack of coordination. Pieces
are just purchased here and there over time as needs arise
with little consideration to how they fit into the whole.

Example: He has an agent in New Jersey doing about 150 to
170 closings a month and is in growth mode. Their email was
being handled by one company; their phones were handled by
another company; they were overspending on computers
because they believed the money was buying a safety net. 

“They are not mindful of the big picture. It’s like a doctor only
treating a patient’s particular symptoms and not looking at the
whole person,” McDonald said. “They don’t have a plan. They
wing it. I don’t see these people running other aspects of their
business like that at all. They are conscientious people that
meet with accountants or attorneys to make sure they are
compliant or meet with a business developer to have a plan,
but they never really put a technology plan.”

Doing better on a budget

Steve Acker is the owner of Closergeist, a technology
consulting and software development firm. We spoke to him
for a Title Talk Q&A you can find on page 14, but one answer
he gave addressed his steps for improving technology on a
budget. His thesis seems intuitive: Agents on a budget need
to introduce technology that will quickly pay for itself through
reduced costs and productivity gains. This goes back to the “it
might not be broke, but you might want to fix it” mindset.

Acker said his first step would be, if it’s an option in
your area, to take advantage of electronic recording.
He said in most cases it offers net savings in both
time and money.

Next, he recommended agents make sure they are
using their existing settlement software to its full

potential. For example, if their settlement software
provider offers Web portal capabilities for keeping

customers and partners up to date on the progress of
transactions, agents would be well advised to use this feature.

Next, he said he would examine any effort to either reduce or
eliminate the use of paper documents, which will save money
now and in the future.

McDonald said agents looking to upgrade computers should
consider refurbished machines. Refurbished doesn’t mean
inferior, and you can often get more computer for a lesser
price.

The benefits of the cloud

The initial wave of technology has drowned some agents
during the recession because all of the servers and equipment
carry high maintenance costs. And if they aren’t maintained,
server failures, lost files, down time, postponements and a
damaged reputation are all in play. This is where a move to
the cloud can be helpful for some agents. The cloud can

RREETTHHIINNKK  YYOOUURR  TTIITTLLEE  TTEECCHHNNOOLLOOGGYY  SSTTRRAATTEEGGYY
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CCAALLCCUULLAATTEE  AA  TTRRUUEE  IITT  BBUUDDGGEETT
provide that server space that is sometimes unaffordable
at a much more palatable expense. As an example, with
Cloudstar, agents pay for what they use.

“It’s not like you can get a junior level server for a two-
person office,” McDonald said. “You have to buy a monster
server for 20 people. Although people think that way, you’re
stuck buying something that’s much larger than you actually
need right off the bat. You’re paying for resources you’re
not using until you get to a certain level of volume.”

Here is how McDonald broke down the costs:
Server………. $2,500 to $4,000
Install/labor…..$1,000 to $1,500

Servers can be cheaper than that, but McDonald cautioned
against a second-hand or discount server that might cause
more headaches in maintenance. Even the best server will
need maintenance, and every time that happens, there will
be an invoice. So every six months there might be several
hundred more dollars in maintenance. And what’s the
expiration date on that system?

“Most will say IT assets are three to five year assets,”
McDonald said. “At that point you’re done. You might as
well take that equipment and throw it away because it’s
obsolete or broken.”

Cloud-based solutions usually are between zero and a few
hundred dollars to start up. Maintenance is often included,
and there usually are no upgrade costs. You realize
collective savings afforded to you by the group purchasing
power of that equipment. Some estimates show a 60 to 80
percent savings in the total cost of ownership, he said. 

“People will come out very pro cloud and say it’s a great
solution and we should have cloud everywhere, but I don’t
agree with that because each business, each agent is as
unique as the people that own them,” McDonald said. “The
decisions of cloud versus in-house versus other solutions
are very unique to each circumstance.”

For a new agent, looking to start from scratch, it may make
the most sense. For an owner looking to expand into new
markets and open new offices, there could be value in the
simplicity.  For a fixed business with a regular number of
employees and steady stream of customers, not looking to
expand, McDonald cautions against it.  

“I look at the cloud and technology in general as business
tools. What tools fit this person’s job and what are you
looking to do with your business? Do you want to grow?
Remote closings? Looking to downsize? These are questions
that need to be asked that aren’t being asked,” McDonald
said. �

Let’s keep expanding the budgetary question: What are
your true annual IT costs? Don’t answer just yet because
it’s kind of a trick question. To have a real idea of what
you spend on IT, you need to average the past three to
five years because some costs will not appear annually.
Also be sure to look at the entire tech universe, including
IT staff salaries, consultants, licensing, hardware, etc.

Here is one worksheet example to help you think about
your budget:

Equipment
Servers including replacement schedule............
Server maintenance & warranties.......................

Production software
Purchase price.........................................................
Annual fees...........................................................
(maintenance/renewal/upgrades)

Other software
Microsoft Office.......................................................
Accounting software..............................................
Any others..................................................................

Other network related expenses
Miscellaneous equipment......................................
IT staff.......................................................................
IT Contractor.............................................................
High Availability Costs (if applicable)....................
Disaster Recovery Plan/Assurances...................

Total annual IT costs..............................................

Annual cost per employee....................................
(divide by # of employees)

$$__________
$$__________

$$__________
$$__________

$$__________
$$__________
$$__________

$$__________
$$__________
$$__________
$$__________
$$__________

$$__________

$$__________
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“Technology upgrade” in the title insurance industry is usually
code for “going paperless.” The paper file often holds that
psychological connection of safety because you can see and
feel it, which means that you know where that file is.  As the
years roll on though, and as technology touches everything we
do, both business and personal, that connection erodes.

For title agents, there are dozens of companies that offer new
ways to take processes digital, or partially digital, throughout
the transaction. For one, Pioneer Technology Group has
developed YourDox, an online system that helps to facilitate
this next generation industry shift away from the paper file.
The principals at the company have long worked in the title
world, many at American Pioneer, a “super regional”
underwriter that was acquired by Fidelity in 2005.  American
Pioneer hung its hat on independent agency support and title
technology, and that expertise is now running Pioneer
Technology Group.

Files are imaged, housed by Pioneer Technology, and are
accessible to agents from any location.  There are no
compatibility issues and no need to store mountains
of data, images or even the dreaded paper file.
Multi-office agencies have shared file access.
Who knows — maybe you save enough office
space to downsize or sublet a part of the space.

“Most agents are challenged to have enough
capacity, bandwidth and resources to be able to store
files electronically or to send anything more than a 100-
page document efficiently,” said Peter Johnson, vice
president of sales and marketing at Pioneer. “In addition to
providing complete archiving, data mining and reporting,
agents can instantly export an 800-page file as a hyperlink,
without any download or attachment delays.”

At closing, buyers and sellers leave with unique security
credentials that provide access to their individual document
websites. Closing documents are delivered electronically, and
the sites also serve as personal document archives, allowing
them to upload any additional documents.  

YourDox has import/export functionality with several title
production platforms, including SoftPro, and it has complete
data and image integration with GreenFolders.

“GreenFolders is an excellent paperless file management
system.  As such, we originally thought our technologies may
overlap.  What we discovered was that GreenFolders is an
exceptional, agent-hosted title processing system, and that
YourDox complements that very well with our online storage

and automated post-closing marketing.”  

Fort Dox is another company with a similar objective for agents
looking to start cutting ties with paper and provide more
customer value online. For a $15 flat rate per file, agents send
their paper files in boxes via UPS to the Fort Dox office. From
there, they scan everything and house the documents on their
servers, making them accessible to the agent from any
location. According to Tony Rinaldi, chief executive officer of
Fort Dox, agents of all sizes utilize the service, but the sweet
spot seems to be agents doing 100 to 300 closings a month
who are (obviously) interested in outsourcing pieces of their
workflow.

Rinaldi acknowledged that these new solutions aren’t for
everyone. There is resistance to shipping documents. There
are bad vibes about outsourcing and therefore losing that
feeling of control over that operation of the company. People
are leery about storing documents online. But these worries
are starting to shift.

“I think the whole cloud concept is starting to take
root, and they are starting to realize this is the way
of the future and remotely accessing documents is
a lot more secure because it’s not their core
competency. [Their core competency is] title work,
not making sure their encryption is set up the right
way,” he said.

Typically a Fort Dox customer isn’t scanning and they do
not have the staff to push it through the copy machine —
smaller staffs with little infrastructure. This outsourcing model
can be an easy way to get it all done. And if the agent still
wants to have the documents on their own server for peace of
mind, they are one click away from downloading the
documents from the Fort Dox server to theirs.

Turning storage into marketing

Johnson and Rinaldi both emphasized that this type of
document storage can enhance the customer service and
business opportunities for the agent. 

“The agent gets to bring its Realtors and lenders into a really
targeted, specific marketing process and it’s all automated and
essentially at no direct cost to the agent,” Johnson said.

At Pioneer, the login page always remains branded with the
Realtor, lender and title company logos with contact
information and hyperlinks. Consumers can also use this space
to upload any other important documents they want, such as

Loading... 20% 2012 Title Technology Report
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Starting to consider that ride into the cloud? Think about these terms
when doing your research and mapping out a plan:

Availability – Availability in terms of a network has to do with the
percentage of time your system is fully functional and capable of
being used during a certain period of time. If you look at a specific
period of time, whether that be a week or a year, you should consider
“high availability” as not less than 99.999 percent.  If your network
isn’t available to you 99.999 percent of the time, it would not be
considered “highly available” as compared to your business needs.

Disaster recovery – Think about what disasters (natural or man-
made) could impact your ability to do business — fire, tornado,
power-outage, flood — and how your business would resume
operations with access to the info you need in order to function.  

Network security – Businesses responsible for sensitive financial
data, such as a title and settlement company, must ensure their
customers and underwriters have a high level of network security
and data protection.  Network security has to do with an outsider’s
ability to access your system either to commit a theft or implant a
virus or malware.

Scalability – The definition is the same for a network as it is for
your business. Will your network accommodate the fluctuations of
the capacity needs your business has? If it does, at what cost?

Questions to ask the cloud provider to see if the deal is right for your
company and fits into your IT budget:

Pricing
� What is the initial setup fee?

� What are the ongoing fees? 
� What are the usage fees — are they charged according to 

bandwidth used or number of users? 
� Is there a cap on how much the provider can increase the rates

by? If the provider increases the rates beyond the cap, does it 
provide valid grounds for service termination? 

Availability
� What is the uptime guaranteed by the provider? 
� How does the provider calculate the uptime? 

Data storage
� Is the provider allowed to use data and/or metadata for their 

own business purposes?
� Who owns the data?
� How sensitive is your data? 
� Where are the data servers located? 
� What encryption methods are used to secure the data? 
� Are there any provisions to protect your data against leaks? 
� Who can access your data in the data center? 
� How often are backups scheduled?

Disaster Recovery
� Is there a documented Disaster Recovery Plan?
� In the event a disaster is declared, how soon can you expect to

be back up and running?

Business Experience
� During what hours is support available?
� What are the provisions if I need after-hours or weekend support?
� Is your support staff skilled in the areas of my business or are

they general computer technicians? � Source: op2
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wills, trusts, estates, etc. At Fort Dox, there is a separate
marketing component that can either work in conjunction with
its scanning/storage process or integrate with an agent’s
current production process. They check a box next to the
documents they scan in-house and push these out to the
webpage with the contact information of all the relevant
parties. In addition, a drip marketing campaign will go out on
a regular basis. 

“We can now go in that production database and grab the files
that they want the consumer to see and merge that with the
originator’s information without having to actually do the
scanning,” Rinaldi said.  

The Fort Dox marketing piece is $5 per webpage, which is
comparable to the expenses involved in printing and
distributing the documents the old way. Some smaller agents
or attorneys have no interest in anything that fancy, though.

They don’t plan to grow and are comfortable with their 10 to
50 transactions a month. Some agents do not want a
webpage that houses the documents because they prefer to
have customers call them back for a document. For that type
of agent, Fort Dox is making a free marketing service
available. It is a stripped down version of the larger marketing
service where the functionality is manual but the basic
premise of housing documents and contact info on a webpage
remains.

“We think there’s a big piece of the title market that wants a
service like this but might be a little too small to deal with a
full integration to a system they have,” Rinaldi said.

Additionally, in many states, the extra cost for the agent to
use this type of service can be passed on to the consumer in
the 1100 section under group closing costs — adding an extra
value without incurring much operational expense. �
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Title agents are at their best when they can focus on what
they do best — title work — but it can be tough to do that
when sales and marketing are so important for growing and
sustaining the business. The answer? You guessed it: Use
new technology to simplify processes while driving better
results.

There are a variety of marketing companies and software
available on the market, and one such company we spoke with
is Act-On Software. Its online marketing tools are aimed at
small- to mid-sized companies of all industries, and while its
feature set can help even the savviest of marketers, its design
and functionality could strengthen the weakest of marketing
efforts.

Act-On is a cloud-based integrated marketing automation
platform with a month-to-month subscription (starting at $500
a month, no contract) that houses every online marketing
function a growing title agency would need. The company
itself grew more than 300 percent in 2011 and has more than
1,200 customers, currently. 

The value in a service like the one Act-On provides is 1)
integrating pieces of your marketing that might be disparate
into one system and then using the interconnectivity
to better brand your company and deliver consistent
messages across multiple platforms; and 2) using
the results of those marketing efforts will lead to
better sales follow-ups and improved marketing
over time.

“Time is critical: Carve out an hour a day to go
through some of these steps to track and manage your
prospects and leads. See what’s working and not working with
the number of clicks, opens and forwards. See how may views
and clicks an ad had; see when they visited, who they were,
what content they clicked on, and where they came from,”
said Jeff Linton, manager of product and field marketing at
Act-On.

Branding and messaging

Every company approaches email marketing differently. Do you
want to send out a monthly news update? Weekly? Periodic
messages focused on events? Branding messages to existing
customers? Introductory messages to new prospects? All of
these can be created and sent from within the Act-On platform.
There are generic templates and images to easily plug in
custom messages, and there is functionality to make the
design and message as intricate and customized as necessary.
Any work can be saved, reused or repurposed as needed.

Maybe you want to use one template you created but shift the
messaging from Realtors to lenders; or maybe you want to
send the same message out to seven different groups of
customers seven different ways — all of this can be done with
little effort.

“One of the first things you can do is brand everything,” Linton
said. “The owners can stamp their own look and feel of the
company just by uploading the logo and creating a signature
within the platform. You can automatically have a nice branded
html message without knowing html.”

Act-On’s email software has opt-out functionality, so people
can choose to opt out and Act-On will  automatically track
those responses and remove them. This can help title agents
achieve high delivery rates and stay spam compliant.

Tracking 

While the ease of use is great operationally, the tracking
statistics for email campaign click-throughs and website usage
can provide the true competitive advantage. For the website
stats, users simply embed a piece of html code from within
the Act-On platform into the back end of the site and the data

starts to compile. How many people visit the site each
day/week/month? What pages are they looking at?
How are they entering the site? Over time, visitors
get divided by known and  anonymous visitors.
From there, a variety of actions can take place
concerning those groups of users.

Within the Act-On system, an interested title owner
or sales/marketing manager can look up an unknown

site visitor and find the company associated with them. Act-
On also has integration with Data.com allowing users to look
up more detailed information such as the personnel list of that
particular company, purchasing the contact information of
specific employees or executives that might be the “contact of
interest” within the organization. If you have an account with
Data.com and purchase contacts through that portal, they will
be automatically added to an Act-On marketing list.

Tying it together

Enter into the Act-On platform and you are connected to your
email messages, website and all social media channels. Here’s
one example of how this interconnectedness can influence
your marketing:

For agents that host webinars or any local events, educational
or otherwise, the Act-On platform will allow an email campaign

MMAARRKKEETT  LLIIKKEE  AA  PPRROO..
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Use new online technology to improve all
phases of your marketing — with little effort
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to instantly turn into a landing page. It can also generate unique
URLs for each marketing channel (Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter,
email) so that the data can be tracked. Just a couple clicks will
blast out your message and start collecting actionable data.
How many came from Twitter? How many came from
Facebook? How many converted into a sale from each blast?

“The signup form to register and collect  important data is
created in the platform, and once filled out there is an auto-
response message with links and all of it is tracked,” Linton
said.  “It is about promoting your message, getting people to

attend, sending reminder messages and then all of the follow-
ups afterward are automated.”

As Linton noted, once people submit their sign-up information,
then there are plenty of new touch points for interaction and
service follow-ups: pre-event reminders and information, post-
event thank you messages, post-event information for people
who signed up but didn’t attend, etc. Act-On’s suite of
integrated marketing tools helps to create more consistent
branding, increase company relevance and ultimately helps to
close more deals. �

There’s a saying in sports that sometimes the best defense is
a great offense. That’s one way to look at new technologies on
a budget: Sometimes it pays to be aggressive in adding new
technology in order to see reduced costs/expenses overall.

For instance, anything that can eliminate rekeying of
information is normally a winner. The benefits received from
avoiding errors, eliminating mundane tasks and improving turn
times instantly add value and improve processes.

One example of such a solution is Medallion Analytics’ HUD
preparation tool, which is able to receive a lender’s closing
instructions (usually an image or PDF), extract the data from
the documents and then format it specifically for that title
company’s production system. The data moves from the PDF to
the production system with no need for rekeying.

“We recognize the issue in the business is that lenders’ loan
origination systems don’t integrate or communicate well with
title production systems. The manual process involved in closing
a loan requires a lot of manual labor for reviewing documents
both on the lender and title side,” said Joel Davidson, chief
executive officer. “The manual nature of the process inevitably
drives the labor costs up and reduces document quality.”

Medallion is a software-as-a-service solution, and it works on
a per transaction basis with no upfront cost or installation.
Agents pay as they go. The company also offers a post-closing
audit tool that can work in concert with the HUD prep tool.
The post-closing audit tool checks the information in the HUD
and the other information from title production systems before
documents go to the table. Then the scanned package from
the closing table goes into the system, all of the individual
documents are identified and indexed and the system audits
the work by checking for signatures, verifying all of the
documents are included, etc. The documents are then
restacked in the order the lender customer has requested
according to the system’s library of lender closing instructions.

There is no integration required on the lender side.

The company believes that between the two products, there is
a service story there for lending customers to respect. Large
organizations have been offshoring some of this work in order
to increase turn times and efficiency, but lenders in today’s
world are starting to favor onshore operations more because
of the increased regulatory pressure. In the current climate,
where lenders are looking for validation from their title/closing
service providers, the Medallion system helps agents expedite
their workflow while also keeping everything in house,
therefore making processes easier to audit, inspect or verify. 

“The two products together give you a more competent audit
capability,” said John Ralston, vice president of product and
operations. “If you use the HUD prep product, we then have a
data set to compare the closing package to before it goes to the
table so we can really make sure all of the correct information
that went into the closing table came out of the closing table.”

Smaller agents may not mind the extra time, but agents doing
50 transactions or more a month could realize significant
operational changes/savings. Staff efficiencies can improve
both incrementally and on a large scale: A process that could
take up to 30 or 40 minutes manually can now take less than
10 minutes; a staff that is underutilized during the first week
of a month and then overworked at month’s end can more
clearly define roles and even out the workload; the cyclical
hiring/laying off that takes place during buying season and
then the winter slow down can be removed.  

Earlier this year, the company announced an integration with
ISGN and its Gators platform as well as STAT. Any Gators and
STAT customer can now use Medallion solutions by going
straight through the Gators system without any integration
with their own systems. Integration with other major title
productions systems will be announced at the 2012 American
Land Title Association Annual Convention. �

RREEKKEEYYIINNGG??  AAUUDDIITTSS??  LLEETT  TTHHEE  MMAACCHHIINNEE  DDOO  TTHHEE  WWOORRKK..
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Lenders are already in the practice of validating that agents
are in good standing with underwriters, but the processes of
doing so vary across the industry. Some go as old school as
just making phone calls, which can be a cumbersome solution.
One concept out there is to just improve those existing
processes with a new data standard and common interface.

This brings us to Mortgage Industry Standards Maintenance
Organization (MISMO). MISMO data standards have been
used to bridge communication/integration gaps throughout the
mortgage and settlement worlds, and the MISMO Title
Insurance Working Group has set its sights on agent
verification. The group has been discussing
an XML data format for lenders, agents
and underwriters to use in order to better
communicate information regarding an
agent’s status. Implementing a data
standard can ease the integration among
partners and add in the capability to
validate agents electronically in near-real
time, potentially at multiple points
throughout the loan closing process.

That eAgentValidation standard is
essentially complete, following the group’s
Sept. 19 meeting.

According to Steve Acker, owner of
Closergeist and member of the MISMO
Title Insurance Working Group, the main
challenge was getting enough underwriters and lenders
involved in the process to make sure all data points that any
organization needs for the agent validation process were
included in the standard. For example, in order to submit a
request about the status of a particular agent, that agent must
be uniquely identified beyond just a name such as the agent
identification number from an underwriter or an ALTA
identifier. 

The required information needed for a lender to send a request
to verify an agent’s status includes: basic information about
the agent; the underwriter; the property and the loan, with an
importance placed on the agent ID number. 

“Validating the status of agents electronically, multiple times
throughout a transaction minimizes the possibility of an agent
going out of business during the course of a transaction and

receiving funds at a time when they are no longer affiliated
with an underwriter,” Acker said.

The last few meetings where the eAgentValidation has been
discussed, the group focused on creating an implementation
guide, or iGuide, which is a detailed document explaining the
specifications and all the data points to software developers
that might be responsible for implementing it.

But as Acker reiterated several times, MISMO is just a data
standard. The implementation and use of the standard, if any,
is up to agents, underwriters and lenders. It is up to the

industry and the market to decide how
this will work in practice. For example,
underwriters could choose to
implement a Web service that lenders

could tap into without need of a middle
party. Alternatively, third-party vendors
could use the standard and facilitate the
communication process between lenders
and underwriters concerning agent
status, perhaps charging per request or
on a subscription basis.

The team at eLynx is involved in the
MISMO working group and is in position
to start implementing these data
standards on a wide scale. The company
has compiled a robust agent network
comprised of around 100,000 registered

closing professionals within its closing platform and
announced tighter verification standards for inclusion on that
list earlier in April. 

Andy Crisenbery, senior vice president of business
operations for eLynx, said verification of information,
specifically agent standing, has been the company’s biggest
hurdle for its Closing Network platform to overcome since its
launch four years ago.  

“When we began on this journey about four years ago and
began working with our title underwriter partners, we quickly
came to the conclusion that the data in everybody’s respective
repositories didn’t necessarily reconcile,” he said. “Here we
are gathering information from the settlement agents, and
we’re sending that to the title insurance underwriter in order
to validate, and we found in a lot of cases that the data the

MMIISSMMOO  SSOOLLIIDDIIFFIIEESS  TTIITTLLEE  IINNSSUURRAANNCCEE  
VVEERRIIFFIICCAATTIIOONN  SSTTAANNDDAARRDDSS
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“Validating the status 
of agents electronically,
multiple times throughout a
transaction minimizes the
possibility of an agent going
out of business and
receiving funds when they
are no longer affiliated with
an underwriter.”

Steve Acker
Owner

Closergeist
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title underwriters maintained didn’t necessarily match the data
that was being reported to us.”

The largest discrepancies occurred with the aforementioned
settlement agent ID. Crisenbery said it wasn’t unusual for
agents to not know their own ID. These issues have started to
sort out over that four-year period, but the MISMO update can
help advance the cause further. The company has integrated
with the Big Four title underwriters and is now working on
validating agents from the top regional underwriters.

This is one illustration of the role a third-party provider can
play in the title agent verification process. 

“When our electronic closing platform receives the closing
package to be processed, and before we make that available
to the closing professional, we programmatically reach out to
the title underwriter for that closing transaction and verify with
them that the settlement agent being used is one of good
standing with that title underwriter and that they are able to
close on that transaction, property type, loan value or
whatever the metrics may be,” Crisenberry said.

“It really all comes down to making sure the lending
community and the customers we work with today have
confidence and faith in the quality of the data,” he continued.

Title industry strives for the database

The pieces to solve the title agent verification puzzle seem to
be in place: title agents have the protection policies in place;
title underwriters work to vet their agents; four underwriters
cover nearly 90 percent of the deals in the country and have
relationships with the major lenders; data standards are
becoming standardized — can a solution be put together to
satisfy everyone?

Andrew Liput, president and chief executive officer of Secure
Settlements: “Our goal is to eventually create a database of
information that, at this point, doesn’t exist anywhere else, to
be utilized by lenders and warehouse lenders as a pre-closing
quality control step.”

Crisenbery: “The lenders don’t necessarily want to go out and
establish point integrations in order to solve the problem
either. They want a standard conduit or capability that provides
them that reliably.”

In the game of agent vetting, each party either has a different
tactic or a different interest in the outcome, but everyone is
saying the same thing: the true answer is an all-encompassing

industry database. A series of tiny solutions seem like it will
put us right back where we are now. The problem with the
database panacea is answering a massive amount of
questions in a way that makes sense, is legal and pleases
everyone: What information is in the database? Who runs the
database? Who funds the database? Who has access to the
database? How do you maintain the quality of the data?

Those are gigantic questions. Nevertheless, the database
conversations are taking place at companies like eLynx,
National Title Compliance and SSI, at associations like ALTA
and NAILTA, and behind the scenes with the major
underwriting and lending players in the business. The Title
Report will continue to follow any new talks or developments
along the way.

The takeaway for title agents in all of this is to establish
protection policies, implement best practices, communicate
those efforts to anyone you do business with, and also decide
if any of the current vetting solutions out there make sense
for your company. The game of agent vetting is a reality, and
although it certainly feels like all of the big guys are picking on
the little guys, there is an opportunity there to preach the value
agents provide and contribute to a better industry solution.

“When we talk about efforts to manage settlement agent data
and validate the participants in that closing work flow, that’s
a positive thing, it’s not a negative one,” Crisenbery said. “You
are able to positively validate that the people you are working
with are the good ones. If you’re a good guy out there in the
market, that should be seen as a positive thing, something to
take advantage of in order to increase market share or
increase the partners you work with today.” �
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Mortgage transactions are a muddled concoction of interests,
and the title agent is the straw that stirs it to make the end
product palatable for all parties. The title industry needs to
send documents, relay information, explain nuances and rules,
be courteous and do it all in a timely fashion. The key
ingredient in this entire process is communication, and here in
2012, there is no shortage of new strategies and technologies
available for doing so more effectively than ever before.

Providing portals for real-time access

The biggest buzzword in this area is portal — a place where
parties to the transaction can enter and view or retrieve the
information they need. Some of the larger title and settlement
companies are starting to adopt their own versions of this
concept as a customer service benefit. 

Advantage Title, a large, full-service title
agent, created its own portal-type product
called Title365, and then went one step
further and officially rebranded the entire
company under the name. Aided by an
integration with SoftPro’s Select product,
Title365 flows information back and forth
from transaction software to portal in real
time, and vice versa. 

“Any document or event like a loan officer
changing the sales price or loan amount —
anything that happens — all of that
information is then transferred back to
Title365 in real time,” said Peter Richter,
co-chief information officer and senior vice
president of software engineering for
Title365. “There’s a complete connection
between the two systems.”

Essentially, Title365 is the customer-facing piece of the
company. It is a communal place that stores all of the relevant
information about a transaction and keeps everyone on the
same page, which allows the title company to stir that
communication cocktail without really lifting a finger.

“It’s not cumbersome to us [to manage the login process]; it’s
a benefit,” Richter said. “It’s a one-time setup and any time
they do business with us, we have all that information. It has
really cut down on order entry time.”

Michael Tafoya, chief executive officer, said moving to this
level of communication has improved internal operations,

reduced expenses and increased service-level standards. The
system runs in real time, which means employees can’t “hide
behind a fax machine.”

“You never hear, ‘I sent it to you, I don’t know why you didn’t
get it,’ because it’s up there, loaded,” Tafoya said. “It has made
us incredibly efficient and completely transparent. It pushes
our service levels to what will be the industry standard.”

Tafoya said anyone who has an interest in a particular
transaction can receive an individualized login, even multiple
people within the same organization — a lender has one, a
loan officer has one, a processor has one, and so on. The
individualization leads to better segmentation of information
as Title365 will just push the relevant information for the loan

officer to the loan officer’s login portal.

“We’ve given them the ability to
customize what they want to see, when
they want to see it,” he said. 

As the transaction progresses, if a piece
of information changes or is updated,
depending on how customers have set up
their preferences, they can receive a
notification email. A transaction
coordinator might have all notification
preferences selected whereas a loan
officer or real estate agent will want
specific notifications. Advantage also has
generic templates set up for certain roles
if those customers do not want to create
their own preferences. The company
noted that notifications will soon be
available via text message as well.

For those doing multiple transactions with Title365, all of them
are viewable from that single, personal login.

“We’ll have a pretty good volume of business even with no
one in the office,” said Peter Derbonne, president and chief
operating officer. “Over a period of time, our customers
become used to opening transactions after hours, early in the
morning, on weekends — there isn’t a day that goes by that
we don’t have a transaction flow starting at the company.”

The company recently spun its technology division into its own
company — X1 Labs — which is now in the process of
commercializing Title365, making it available for agents across
the industry.

CCOOMMMMUUNNIICCAATTIIOONN  IINNNNOOVVAATTIIOONN

“We’ll have a pretty 
good volume of business
even with no one in the
office. Over a period of time,
our customers become used
to opening transactions
after hours, early in the
morning, on weekends.”

Peter Derbonne
President/CEO

Advantage Title
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Interaction beyond the closing

The final frontier of communication today is keeping tabs post
transaction. Whenever you buy tickets or a new couch or a
pizza online, there is always an input for your email. Suddenly
you will start getting emails for ticket discounts, new furniture
releases and free breadsticks with the order of any large pizza.
This concept for future communication exists in the title
industry as well and could make an agency a further asset to
its customers.

The Forever Marketing solution from Digital Docs keeps the
lines of dialogue open among the buyers, sellers, Realtors,
brokers and settlement agents in a transaction well after the
transaction has closed.

“Realtors and mortgage professionals have a glaring problem
in their business model and this problem can be solved
through the tile agent,” said Robert Reich, principal
at Digital Docs. “The issue is post-closing
marketing through their clients. Once they close
the deal they never hear from them again.”

With Forever Marketing, the buyer will receive six
targeted emails a year that tell them specific
information about their home or the local market that
might interest or entice them: real estate values, mortgage
updates or reset dates, refinance rates, etc. Each email
displays the picture, name, phone number, email and website
for the Realtor, mortgage professional and title agent, or some
customized combination of the three. The emails will look as
if they come from the real estate team or title agent.

“The reason we do it through the title agency is those emails
also contain access to their closing documents,” Reich said.
“Will they need those regularly? No. But they will need them
when they need to refinance or sell.”

Reich said their studies show that the first thing homeowners
do when they are going back into the market is look at those
documents. Having them readily available in that email is a
service bonus. Also, when the homeowner clicks to open a
document — showing that interest — notifications are sent
to the Realtor or title agent. Suddenly that previous customer
might be a hot lead for more business. 

“Who is the last to know when a homeowner returns to the
market? The title agent. We turn the tables. We make them
the first to know,” Reich said. “When we send the instant
business alert to others in the file, it looks like it comes from
the title agent, pushing that brand to the Realtor and mortgage
professional.

“We used to give a stack of documents at closing and staple
a business card to it,” he continued. “This is the digital version
of that.”

Some of Digital Docs’ customers actually turn off the alert
emails in favor of personally making phone calls either to the
real estate agent or the homeowners that opened up their
documents — adding one more personalized communication
touch point at a critical moment. 

“With the manpower, make a call to the homeowner,
say ‘This is ABC Title. We closed your home; we
hope you remember us. We’re just making our call
back to some of our good customers to see if you
need anything,’” Reich gave as an example. “‘I see
that Jane was your Realtor last time. Why don’t I
have Jane call you if you have questions about

listing you house.’ Then I get to call Jane up and say
they’re expecting your phone call. We prequalified

them for you; they’re ready to go. 

“Or maybe they say Jane was awful,” he continued. “Then you
say, ‘OK there’s another Realtor who does a lot of business
with us with a great reputation, why don’t I have him call you?’
Most title agents wait for the phone to ring, this reverses that
scenario.”

Whether it’s better communication before, during or after a
transaction, the timing is right to think about how your
agency acts as that straw. What is your strategy for serving
your customers and keeping them updated, informed and
happy? �

Questions? Comments? 
Contact Chris Crowell at 

ccrowell@octoberresearch.com.
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Websites are often called the new “front door” for your
company because that’s how customers first enter your
business today. It’s the first impression. Where that analogy
falls way short is the website is much more than a door. A door
is a static object that leads you into a room, and that’s it;
whereas, a website is the door, the room, the file folders, the
customer service staff, the sales and marketing team —
everything but the coffee pot and donuts (so far). 

With so much business being done online, you need to make
sure your title agency’s site is ready to serve and attract today’s
customers. Karie Cortes-Costa, online content and website
director for Stewart Title, provided tips on an American Land
Title Association webinar for improving your site and driving
more business.

The focus areas for website improvement, according to Cortes-
Costa, include: content, organization, analytics and usability.
But before attempting to tinker with any of these, ask yourself
“who is my target audience?” Is your online presence for
lender customers? Realtors? Homebuyers? All of the above?
The answer to that question will dictate what your website is
and how it will best function. What tools would a homebuyer
want that a Realtor would not? What language makes the
most sense?

“If you don’t know who specifically
you are writing for, you won’t have
much user interest or ‘stickability’ on
your website,” she said. 

Cortes-Costa emphasized informative
content. Functional tools, a glossary of
terms, explanatory blog posts, etc. Keep
the content relevant and useful to the
audience that visits you online.

“If you have a homebuyer on your site and
they don’t understand the terms they are reading, it’s good to
have that information on your site,” she said. “Give them
value, and it might make them want to come back to you. 

“Keep in mind your audience is voluntarily there,” she
continued. “They are interested in self-service; they are goal
oriented and there to serve a purpose; they are in control, and
they don’t have to stay on your site; and they are vocal and
influential. If they don’t like it or disagree with something,
they’ll let others know, or if they have a good experience,
they’ll share that information as well.”

But keep the content succinct. Avoid giant walls of text and
long paragraphs. Key words, short sentences, clearly defined
headlines and paragraph headers that explain what you have
to offer. And keep the content focused on the person visiting
your site. Approach the information from a “what we can do
for you” perspective and make them feel a part of what’s
happening. 

“If you have that tone or level, you’re going to engage that
visitor and they’ll want to come back to you,” she said.

The secrets are in the numbers

It’s possible that even after mentally deciding on who your
audience is, that you might be wrong. This is where analytics
comes in. Cortes-Costa stressed the importance of setting up
website analytics (Google Analytics is the best, free tool for
this), monitoring how many visitors are coming, how long they
are staying, what pages they are visiting, what key words they
are using to find you, etc. Knowing those stats can help you
better establish an online marketing plan and specific goals
— testing trial and error tweaks to site organization and
marketing campaigns.

“If they’re typing keyword phrases into a search engine, you
want to know what those are so you can incorporate those

into your site,” she said.

Analytics can also answer questions
about how frequently to update the site,
what days to update it, what pages and
with what content. 

“The beauty of setting up analytics for
your site is you’ll see how well your site
is performing,” she said “You have no
idea if you should run a campaign or are
already hitting a mark unless you know

who is visiting your site, how long they are visiting and what
pages they are going to. If you notice everyone is going to this
one page, maybe call it out on your homepage.”

Some other takeaways from analytics: Maybe you’ll see more
people come to your site from Bing than Google, which could
shift your paid search dollars. Maybe you’ll see that a
Facebook link delivered more than your email campaign and
cause you to invest more time on Facebook. You never know
what you’ll find on analytics — just set it up and ask the right
questions.

BBUUIILLDD  AA  BBEETTTTEERR  WWEEBBSSIITTEE::  QQUUIICCKK  TTIIPPSS  FFOORR
GGRRAABBBBIINNGG  MMOORREE  CCUUSSTTOOMMEERRSS  OONNLLIINNEE
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Get the right look

Back to the front door, curb appeal concept: you don’t want
your website to get stale. Cortes-Costa said to have a plan for
routine website maintenance. 

“You can’t just walk away once you build it — it’s a living
organism that needs constant attention, and if you aren’t
updating it, people will quickly pick up on that,” she said.

For design, she recommended clean and simple. No animation
on the home page. Don’t feel the need to fill in all white space.
The cleaner it is, the more user-friendly it will be. Any updates
should be readily apparent. She also said to give each page a
specific purpose and make sure they answer questions.
Always appear to be the subject-matter expert. 

Call to action areas are important — buttons or boxes that try
to initiate the action. Fill this out. Purchase this coverage.
Order this report. Analytics can help lead you to the pages
where calls to action might be most helpful or drive the most
business. 

Sure it looks nice … but how does it work?

All of that work on content could be for naught if you don’t
focus on usability because the visitor might either get lost in
the site or be turned off by its functionality and leave. It’s like
a bad customer service experience ruining an otherwise tasty
meal at a restaurant. You have about five to eight seconds to
make an impact on your audience, according to Cortes-Costa. 

Here are some usability no-no’s:

� Don’t use pop-ups or new windows — They 
interrupt the browsing session. Keep to a minimum. 

� Don’t save settings to change the user’s window size.
� Don’t use too small font sizes — Make sure 

everything is clear and legible to the end user.
� Don’t use unclear link text 
� Avoid dead links — If something is clickable, make 

sure it’s live and ready to go.
� Don’t have much animation because it’s distracting. 

Something that’s a definite must-do: Make it easy to contact
you. Do not make users search for the contact information,
and then actually give them contact information. Put names,
phone numbers, email addresses and office locations. 

“You are in the service business and in a service industry. You
have to make it as easy as possible for them to contact you,”
said John Arcidiacono, senior vice president of marketing
for Stewart, who was also on the webinar. �
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DDEEAARR  RREEAADDEERRSS,,

Just going by my birth year, I would probably be classified as
a “millennial” or “Generation Y,” but a key in those
classifications is having a love for new technology — and
that ain’t me. My technology adoption habits would probably
put me more in line with the baby boomers or whatever we
call the generation that rode around in horse-drawn
carriages and churned butter. OK, maybe that’s a stretch, but
my point is I’m always resistant to “the new thing.” 

Some background: I have an original Nintendo plugged in, in
my living room (it doesn’t work really, but it’s still there). I
drive a ’92 Oldsmobile. I still have a small collection of VHS
tapes. And I’ve certainly never used an “app” in my life.

I remember in high school everyone started chatting on
different instant messaging programs on their computers; I
ranted about how dumb that was. I remember when people
I knew started carrying their cell phones everywhere; I
ranted about how dumb that was. I remember when those
same people started text messaging; I ranted about how
dumb that was. Anyway, you get the point. This cycle of
adoption followed by rants held true for personal email,
Facebook, Twitter, e-readers and probably a bunch of other
new-fangled gizmos. I’m still maintaining my current rant
against getting a smart phone. Why add that data plan
expense to my life? It’s unnecessary. 

The final phase of this cycle, of course, is when I finally cave
in on “the new thing” and then start preaching its virtues:
You know, Facebook is a great way to stay in touch with
people I wouldn’t otherwise; I’ll tell ya, I’d much rather text
than talk on the phone; Twitter is just about the only site I
use on the Internet; reading at night is sooo much easier with
my e-reader. And I’m 100 percent confident I will be saying
something similar about this great app I just found on my
future smart phone.

There are probably a few veteran title people reading this
right now who take similar stances against the newest thing.
Unfortunately, history seems to show that we can’t stop
progress — and really, why would we want to stop it? Take
it from me, today’s rant against the newest thing usually
becomes tomorrow’s punch line — especially when it
comes to communications. Rejecting new communication
platforms in 2012 is probably as silly as someone rejecting
bronze in the Bronze Age. 

Let me know about some new tech/communication
initiatives you are working on and let’s get ahead of the curve
this time. What do you say?

Until next time,

Chris Crowell
ccrowell@octoberresearch.com
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The Title Report: Please give us a brief history 
of your timeline in the title industry.

Steve Acker: I entered the title industry in 1999 as a
software architect for one of the largest underwriters at the
time — LandAmerica. In the five years I was there, I helped
design and write software that was used nationwide to
process orders for title insurance, prepare HUD-1s, and
manage escrow accounting. I left LandAmerica in 2004 to
pursue other opportunities but continued to pay close attention
to the title industry.

Creating title and settlement software and handling feedback
from users gave me great insight into the challenges that face
title professionals every day. I’ve worked in a number of
industries over the years, but I’ve always had a special interest
in the concerns of the title and settlement industry. As a
technology buff and software developer, I know that software
solutions exist for many of these problems. After sitting on the
sidelines for a few years writing software in an unrelated field,
I decided last year that the time was right to return to the title
industry and start a consulting business to help organizations
solve some of these problems.

TTR: Tell us a little about Closergeist.

Steve: We strive to stay informed on all the challenges that
face the title and settlement industry, as well as technology
trends and best practices for developing software. We help
clients anticipate challenges and opportunities that are coming
in the industry, and also help them design their software in
ways that allow them to respond to regulatory changes and
business opportunities quickly and in a less-costly manner. In
short, we help our clients see the road ahead more clearly and
allow them to turn on a dime.

The proposed new HUD-1 and new mortgage data
requirements from Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are two
examples of regulatory changes that impact software. We aim
to make changes like these as painless as possible for our
clients.

TTR: What is the key piece of technology for 
a title agent today?

Steve: I think there are three pieces of technology that every
title agent should consider. 

First, if electronic recording is available in an agent’s service
area, they should definitely take advantage of it. The savings
in both money and time are tremendous. If an agent works in
an area where electronic recording is not yet available, they
should do all they can to convince local and state government
officials of its value and get the effort going.

The second technology that agents should embrace is Web
portals. Many of the larger settlement software vendors and
underwriters offer some sort of portal that allows interested
parties (end customers and other vendors) to track the progress
of an order on the Web or with mobile devices. Keeping
customers informed and in the loop is a great competitive
advantage at a time when agents are competing mostly on
service rather than cost.

Finally, larger agencies especially should consider using
technologies that protect their escrow funds. Some of these
solutions come directly from the banks, such as positive pay
services that protect against altered or unauthorized checks.
Third-party vendors such as Rynoh also offer software that
automates the process of monitoring escrow accounts.

TTR: What is an emerging/early technology 
title agents should look into? Why?

Steve: A few vendor management companies have begun
using smartphone applications to allow mobile professionals
like appraisers and notaries to receive and respond to requests
for work directly from the field. These services are definitely

TTIITTLLEE  TTAALLKK::  TTEECCHH  YYOOUU  CCAANN’’TT  LLIIVVEE  WWIITTHHOOUUTT;;  
PPRROOTTEECCTTIINNGG  YYOOUURR  BBUUSSIINNEESSSS  OONNLLIINNEE
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Steve Acker, is the owner of Closergeist, which is a technology consulting and software development firm. He
works exclusively with software-producing companies involved in processing real estate transactions — so, title
underwriters, mortgage companies, vendor managers, etc. We contacted Steve for a chat about his history in the
industry and what he thinks is the wave of the future.
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worth looking into for agents that serve large areas and need
to line up ancillary services in a hurry.

TTR: What parts of the process are the most 
behind in terms of tech?

Steve: Without a doubt, electronic recording is the area that
still needs the most improvement. About half of the U.S.
population lives in areas that still do not electronically record
mortgages. This is changing fast, though, and organizations
such as PRIA (Property Records Industry Association) are
working very hard to get more localities on board.

TTR: What does the title agent office of 2020 look like?

Steve: Optimistically, I expect the typical title agent office of
2020 to be highly automated and absolutely paperless. All
interaction with and ordering of services from outside parties
such as lenders, appraisers, underwriters and notaries will be
seamlessly integrated with all settlement software.  Also, trips
to the courthouse to record documents, research properties,
and verify releases will be a thing of the past thanks to vast
improvement in land records.

Pessimistically, I know that many people continue to be very
resistant to change, whether this involves technology or not.
For these types of people, I doubt that 2020 will look much
different. The question is: will these agents survive the
competition until then?

TTR: Favorite movie? Favorite sports team? Favorite
drink? Favorite book? Do you have a title insurance
“war story?”

Steve: Before I answer the "favorites" question, let me share
the closest thing I have to a title insurance war story. Believe
it or not, the answers are related and there is a moral to the
story.

When I was working for LandAmerica, I heard a story of a
settlement agent whose online bank account was
compromised by a thief who knew just enough personal
information to convince the bank to reset the password to the
account and grant access.

The thief tricked the bank into thinking he was the settlement
agent by providing the answers to common security questions
as “mother’s maiden name?” and “favorite movie?” (See
where I’m going with this?)

As it turns out, the settlement agent had unwittingly provided
this information by answering an online quiz that would
purportedly determine his “Star Wars Jedi Name” using the
answers to such questions as — “mother’s maiden name?”
“last four digits of your social security number?” and “favorite
movie?” 

Luckily, this story had a happy ending. The settlement agent
became aware of the breach before any funds were stolen. 

The most important lesson to take away from this story is to
realize that most instances  of so-called hacking and online
identity theft are really cases of clever social engineering and
trickery and not the result of technological brilliance.

We must always be on guard when we provide personal
information on the Internet, even when the questions and the
reasons behind them seem harmless. With all the fraud that
has plagued the title industry recently, this lesson is more
relevant now than ever.

Having said all that, my favorite movie is Sideways, my
favorite sport team is my very own Virginia Tech Hokies, my
favorite drink is cold beer, and my favorite books are the Lord
of the Rings trilogy.

Now, best of luck hacking my online accounts! �
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